
Full English Breakfast
Originally brought by German immigrants

Fish and Chips
Originally brought by Jewish immigrants

Chicken Curry
Originally brought by Indian immigrants

English Tea
Originally brought by Chinese immigrants

This shows how some of 
Britain's favourite food 
and drink arrived to our 
country.

1) Which of these 
surprises you the 
most?

2) Do you know any 
other parts of British 
culture that have 
come from other 
places?

3) What different things 
makes up “culture”?

Brains in Gear



Migration within the 
British Empire

14/09/2020

Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Demonstrate how different people moved 
around the British Empire

- Assess how immigration from the Empire 
affected Britain.

Fundamental British Values: 
Respect and Tolerance

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

Migration = movement of people 
around the world

Emigration = Moving out of your own 
country

Immigration = Moving into a new 
country

What are the 
positives and 
negatives of 

immigration?

Migration within the British 
Empire

How did Britain lose an 
empire?

This lesson:

Next lesson:

What was life like in the 
British Empire?

Previous lesson:



Migration within the British Empire
The British Empire was responsible for many of the largest scale 
movements of peoples in human history. 

Through force, persuasion or poverty hundreds of millions of people 
moved throughout the British Empire. This has permanently changed the 
cultures and societies of many countries around the world. We are going 
to investigate some of these movements.

Watch the video and try to remember all the examples of migration within 
the British Empire that the presenter gives.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/gcse-history-how-did-the-
british-empire-affect-migration/znrc8xs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0168xf5

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/gcse-history-how-did-the-british-empire-affect-migration/znrc8xs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0168xf5


Migration within the British Empire
Your Task:

Use three colours to draw arrows on your map which show movements of peoples within 
the British Empire.

• Use one colour for movements of people from Britain to other countries

• Use another colour for movements of people from other countries to Britain

• Use a third colour for movements of people between other countries in the British 
Empire

Extension:

Add information to the arrows you have drawn – add dates and small descriptions of 
what these movements were and how many people were moved.

CHALLENGE: 

Thinking about how this affected other countries, do you think that migration in the 
British Empire was a good thing, a bad thing, or indifferent?



In what ways would migration like 
this change countries within the 

British Empire?

Think
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Pair Share



The ethnic makeup of Britain has been changing constantly throughout 
human history. The large scale migrations of the British Empire brought all 
kids of changes to British society. 

Your Task:
Use the information sheets to add facts above and below your map with 
different examples of how migration changed Britain.

Extension:
Draw pictures next to your facts that represent the changes.

CHALLENGE:
Write a paragraph in your book that answers this question: How different 
would Britain be today without immigration?

How migration changed Britain and the world





Large Population Movements of the British Empire

Atlantic Slave Trade – Between 1500-1830 British ships were responsible for moving nearly 13 million Africans as slaves from areas in 
Africa like Ghana and Nigeria to America and to the Caribbean. 

British Slavery – Slavery was allowed in the United Kingdom as well, by 1750 there were 10,000 African slaves from areas like Ghana and 
Nigeria in London. 

Lunatic Line – Britain loved to build railways everywhere it went, and the best railway builders were Indians. When Britain arrived in East 
Africa it moved over 35,000 Indian workers to Uganda and Kenya build a massive railway called the “Lunatic Line”. 

Malaysian Rubber – Malaysia is one of the biggest producers of rubber in the world. To help produce as much rubber as possible the 
British Empire moved 30,000 workers from Sri Lanka to Malaysia

British Emigration – Between 1815-1915 22 million people left Britain to settle somewhere abroad. Of these 62% travelled to  America, 
19% to Canada, 10.5% to Australia and New Zealand and 3.5% to South Africa.

The Irish Great Famine – Between 1845-1849 potato crops in Ireland failed, causing over 1 million Irish people to die of starvation. This 
caused 10 million Irish people to flee to new lands. Around 5 million travelled to America, 2 million Irish moved to Liverpool in the UK and 
the rest travelled to places like Canada, New Zealand and Australia.

The “Windrush” Generation – After World War 2 Britain was needed help to rebuild and in 1948 it passed a law allowing anyone from the 
Empire to settle in Britain. 300,000 people moved from the West Indies to the UK to help. They are known as the “Windrush” Generation.

The Ugandan Asian Crisis – After Uganda and Kenya became free countries in 1971, they demanded that all the Indian families descended 
from the workers who had been moved to Africa to build the railways leave immediately. The UK said that it would accept any of these 
families who wanted to come and 30,000 people chose to come to the UK.

The return of Hong Kong – In 1997 the city of Hong Kong was returned to China. Fearful of the Chinese government many Hong Kong 
citizens chose to leave and 100,000 people were given British passports and came to live in the UK.



Business and Trade

Immigrants to the UK meant two things for British 
businesses – more ideas and more workforce. Immigrants 

were often very poor and would do hard jobs for low wages. 
People were scared that this could mean less jobs for British 
born people but in the end it just meant a massive increase 

in employment and huge profits for  British companies.

Many immigrants set up their own businesses in the UK 
helping to build a strong British economy in sectors like 
construction, engineering, hospitality and commerce.

British organisations like the NHS were unable get enough 
professional staff from the UK alone and relied on highly 

educated immigrant workers to help bring it to full capacity.

Government and Laws

The first Indian person to become a Member of 
Parliament was Sir Dadabhai Naoroji in 1892 
and in 1987 three black men were elected to 

Parliament for the first time. Today 10% of 
parliament is from non-white ethnic 

backgrounds.

Immigration has been and is a massive issue for 
British governments. Some laws have been 

passed which have opened Britain up to 
immigrants, for example the British Nationality 

Act 1948 allowed anyone in the Empire to 
settle in Britain. Other laws have been passed 
which have closed Britain to immigrants, for 

example the Commonwealth Immigration Act 
1962 which banned immigration from other 

countries in the Empire. 

Religion

Irish immigrants re-introduced the Catholic religion to much 
of the UK, Africans and Asians brought religions like Islam 
and Hinduism. The first mosque was built in 1889 and the 

first Hindu temple was built in 1981. Today this is how 
religion looks in the UK:

• Christianity (59.5%)
• Atheist (25.7%)
• Islam (4.4%)
• Hinduism (1.3%)
• Sikhism (0.7%)
• Judaism (0.4%)
• Buddhism (0.4%)

Culture

The success of sport in the British Empire ensured that football, cricket, rugby, 
tennis and athletics gained massive worldwide popularity and success.

The influence of Jamaican immigration led to the popularity of Caribbean styles of 
music like Ska and Reggae and to the success of singers like Bob Marley.

Asian immigration has had a big effect on the British diet. Indian restaurants 
contribute £5 billion per year to the British economy and Chicken Tikka Masala is 

regularly ranked amongst Britain’s favourite food.

Words like pyjamas (Indian), zombie (African), ketchup (Chinese), lingo (Native 
Australian) and guacamole (Native American) have entered the English Language

Ethnicity

The ethnic makeup of the UK 
has changed with 

immigration. Today 14% of 
British people are of non-
white ethnic backgrounds. 

Some examples include:

2.5% Indian
2% Pakistani
1.8% African

1.1% Caribbean
1% Irish

0.7% Chinese
0.4% Arabic
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